Instructions regarding the use of Text and Figures

Text and figures are independent, but continuous in their respective domains. Figures are numbered Topic-wise. In the text when the reader comes to, say Fig.3.4, click (left) the mouse at Fig.3.4 when the first segment of the full figure (in the case of figures which are composed of multiple segments) will appear. Successive segments will appear on successive clicking at position A (see the figure) until the final figure presents itself with all the segments in their respective positions, making up the full figure. A final click will bring the Figure Number and Title. Any further click will result in no change. At this stage clicking at position B will bring the figure back to the first segment, ready for reassembling. At any stage, the figure can be reverted to the previous stage, if the need is felt, by clicking at position C, which can be continued to make the figure unwind itself segment-wise.

To facilitate cross-referencing, figures are listed separately by their number, to retrieve the full figure or for assembling it, by clicking at the appropriate box.

Parallel viewing of text and figure

The figure pertaining to the text should stay in place above, while scrolling the text below. This is especially necessary when the student wants to follow derivations of equations.

For this, first bring the text to the screen. Right click the mouse on the Fig. No. and left click the second line in the box that pops up - ‘Open link in new window’. The first segment of the figure appears full screen, maximise it, reduce to a size for clear viewing by moving the mouse inwards at the double diagonal arrow appearing at the bottom right corner. Drag the figure upwards to save space for the text below. The text comes at the bottom, and following the text, bring the segments of the figure in succession until the full figure with title is assembled. The text can be moved up or down by turning the mouse wheel, with the figure staying in place above. The size of the text can also be adjusted in the same manner as the figure. When the study of the figure is complete, close it in the usual way by left clicking at the small red button at the top right corner of the figure window. The text now comes back on the full screen. Bring successive figures in the same manner as above for parallel viewing, as the study progresses. Text and figure can be closed independently in this parallel method of viewing.